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One needs to look no further than the writings of the Jews to see their own admitting of how their souls are inferior, and a lot of other disgusting things when it comes to the jewish so called "Soul". One then realizes that not only jews are inferior on the Soul level, but they absolutely understand everything that comes from this.

I hope this small article will explain it easily why the jews are as they are.

Why cannot jews create? Why are Jews so evil? Why cannot jews feel any compassion? Why are the jewish universal dreams expressed by their highest people and Rabbis just senseless communism, assimilation of all lifeforms, or the existence of humanity as a borg collective? Why do the jews hate the Gods of the Gentiles so much? Why all this hatred, greed and resentment against humanity without any reason WHATSOEVER?

Why did the jews massacre all the Spirituality of the Gentile people into nonsense? Why did they act like parasites their whole existence, robbing states, and living within the midst of others, and never created any civilization like all other Gentiles? Why do people naturally hate or are repulsed by them to the point tons of propaganda are needed to protect the "CHosen"?

Let's answer some questions then.

Now I can't run on the basics, like the basic 7 chakra system and what each chakra does. I presume all readers are familiar with this. If not, please go to the Joy of Satan website.

The jews do not have a 7 Chakra Soul, or for better saying, they work on a different type of "Soul", because they are alien. At least this is what everyone can see and is readily illustrated in all of their writings in regards to what "They" are. This is from THEM, not my own estimation.

They have 4 main Chakras in the Middle of the body (others are left to atrophy and die, or simply do NOT exist at all as shown by their behavior) - the Heart Chakra is missing, the Throat Chakra is missing, and the 6th Chakra is missing. The heart rules creation, same as the 6th chakra and also the throat and heart together rule emotions. The force from the Sacral chakra is supposed to be transmitted in the heart, throat and 6th chakra to give creation to beautiful and exalted things of a higher dimension. This is why Aryans excel in literature, music, and anything else and are a creative race.

The jews on the other hand are inferior. Of all races the jew is the most uncreative race. They never, ever created anything. Even their alphabet is nothing but a stolen sound-matrix from their non-jewish neighbors. These are the seats of emotions,
bonding, and of anything that makes humans be human, that are missing, including the understanding of Truth and Compassion, and also real love that is not faked, but all the human emotions too.

In the enemy systems, if one wants to follow the "holy jews", they have to literally terraform their soul like the jewish one. Shabbos try but they fail. In some perverted jewish systems in the east, practitioners have to even remove their chakras, a literal soul mutilation, in mimicry of this. As thus, the soul of the jew is inferior, and they of course preach the same to all the Shabbos idiots who instead of looking at their own spiritual heritage, try to play the wanna be Rabbi Shekelstein Yahushua's, like Crowley who was their little shoe cleaner.

Every Chakra has a corresponding "seat" or "body". This in the eastern tradition is named "Kosha". The "Kosha" of interconnectedness, love, affection and all other human emotions, is missing altogether from the jews. These are also faculties and attributes, and not really full astral bodies. This is why the jews are criminals, have zero sense of compassion for anything living, animals, human beings alike, and this also explains their insatiable greed, and their base and materialistic, murderous nature. Their Soul is not only incomplete, but nefarious and reptilian. Below a picture of the Jewish Tree of Life (Jewish Map of the Soul).
Now let's take a moment to think what's going on in the planet.

THE MOST "DIVINE" PEOPLE OF THE JEWS, THE "SPIRITUAL LEADERS" OF THEIRS, THE RABBIS, ARE THE ONES WHO HAVE THE PEDOPHILIC, ORGAN STEALING, DRUG DEALING, MURDER THEORIZING, TERRORIZING, TRAFFICKING RINGS. IF THESE ARE THE MOST "SPIRITUALLY DEVELOPED" OF THE JEWISH RACE...Then what can any IDIOT say about those who are not even spiritually developed?

Their greed is to where half of the human population doesn't even have water. Their "economic system" is where 90% of the people live in poverty, while jews own the planet. Their religion on the Goyim is nothing but a nefarious alien program to snatch their soul energy and use them as disposable animals. Their "politics" are nothing but communism. Their "sexuality" is even lower than the lowest porn.

Their greed and malice in the back of humanity is something that nobody can figure out why once they manage to understand the jew. Unprecedented hatred of animals, and hatred for all humanity in as much they REMOVED the SPIRITUAL INHERITANCE OF ALL GENTILES to turn them into SWINE, into a level only more inferior to the JEWS, so they can rule over them. The system itself that the world works on, forces people to act like jews- immorally, stupidly, unspiritually, materialistically, in order to survive and exist. Malice and hatred THAT great that they want to wipe out and destroy human races just for the sake of it, instead of living side by side with anyone in a peaceful way.

For any being to be so EVIL they also have to be SO INFERIOR. But intelligent enough to understand their own inferiority, as to make sure that they will hate their enemies accordingly. The greys and the alien workers behind the jews, generated a good parasite, we can give them that.

This shows their lack of morality, tending to criminality as a race (they lack sense of compassion and human emotions), why they are attracted to everything inferior in creation, why they love abominations, always wish for all others like Whites to deteriorate by Race Mixing to again become "inferior" by systematic breakdown of all pure Races (this manifests in the Soul as higher development) and anything else that is put with a big question mark behind the jewish "people". It's just who they are. This is from their OWN books.

The 3 things on the sides in pairs are the temple, shoulders, and hip chakras accordingly. In the middle are the Jewish "Chakras", base, sacral, solar, 7th chakra. This leaves one to no question in regards to all these "Jewish" biblical drivel that focuses so much on "Love energy" and "LOVING GOD" all the time, or the complete abolishing of any and all logic (that has to do with the 6th and throat Chakra).

The jews cannot really generate this energy from their own Soul, so they want the Goyim (Enslaved Gentiles) to supply them with this "love" energy they require, them and their nefarious, lowlife, alien creators. As one can see in the VISIBLE LIGHT SPECTRUM, this soul is INCOMPLETE and is not SOLAR (perfected). It's a cheap
imitation of Satan's original creation. Rabbi Jewsus, the stealer of Gentile energies, always wants LOVE. LOVE, abolishing of LOGIC, for one to waste their whole being on LOVING him. The bible which is a book of jewish witchcraft is obviously DEVOID of any sense of logic, truth, or real compassion. At best it's a cheap, communist imitation of what "love" or "compassion" should really mean. Make no mistake this is what the jews teach and do in all their "FREE MASONIC", "ILLUMINATI", "KNIGHT OF THE GOLDEN DAWN" and anything else that is a Jew-created bastardization of Gentile Pagan Occultism.

The enemy alien races have just created a race of destroyers, without any decent spiritual purpose, and this is manifested in all their actions, philosophies, from communism, to the bible, to all their internal and external empty and devoid teachings. They are just a borg race that lives physically in order to assimilate and destroy others, without any occult or higher destiny. AS thus this manifests in materialism, greed, destruction, misery and constant anguish which they spread to everything. Jews of course do NOT realize the spiritual needs and aspirations of Gentiles, and they look upon them as cattle that is projected as being empty and animalistic. This is in the term "Goyim". Which means animals. The jews are as always, projecting what they are, to the rest of the Gentile people. This is a ritual where the Self Proclaimed "most spiritual" and "chosen of g-d himself" race of the planet, twirls around a chicken and beats it to death in order to sanctify it.

Now when we see Satan's Creation we see a spirit of perfection. Gentile Races have a complete Soul, all of them, and the Jews want to bastardize and mix them to oblivion until the powers are lost.

I made this Diagram that on its own shows the Gentile Soul- the REAL Tree of LIFE, which roughly shows the Human Soul as it should be, and not the nefarious and diseased creation of some reptilian, grey aliens, who are inferior
and only made a race meant to enslave, rape and mutilate others that isn’t meant for any spiritual destiny - the jew.